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BACKGROUND
At the conclusion of 2020, Chief Peenstra established a goal and objective of the Seneca Falls Police Department to
create an annual community survey to gauge the police department’s public service to the community. A version
of the annual report was originally created and distributed on a county wide basis in response to the 2020
Executive Order issued by Governor Andrew Cuomo regarding the New York State Police Reform and Reinvention
Collaborative. During the reform and reinvention planning and completion the Seneca County Police Reform and
Reinvention Collaborative Committee asked members of the public to provide their input related to their
perceptions of all local police agencies. This survey yielded valuable feedback from the community that our agency
would not have otherwise been able to obtain. The results of the reform survey were used to create more
effective goals and objectives for the police department.
Although the police reform and reinvention Executive Order did not require the police department to continue
this survey annually, Chief Peenstra and members of the Seneca Falls Police Department felt that continuous
feedback from our community could only help us become more effective and in tune with the community we
serve.
Throughout 2021, multiple members of the police department worked to establish questions that would elicit the
best constructive feedback from the community. In December of 2021, the survey was published through multiple
social media sources, advertisements posted in Town buildings, press releases to all local news outlets, and the
Town’s website. Additionally, the Finger Lakes Times posted an article notifying the public about the survey and
encouraging individuals to complete the anonymous survey.
Those who wished to participate in the survey were encouraged to do so online. However, the police department
did have paper copies of the survey available to those who did not have internet access. The survey took about ten
minutes to complete and was completely confidential. The survey remained open from December 2021 through
February 28, 2022. This report summarizes the results of the submitted surveys. The data provided is raw and
unedited.

What does the Seneca Falls Police Department do well?
46 responses















Everything
Respond to calls
Positive visibility
Presence in town, driving around neighborhoods.
School Safety, Crime Investigation, Wellness Checks
Their presence in the community and in the schools
Respond quickly, in a professional manner
Watch traffic
patrols
Nothing at all!!!
Community interaction, and keeping up with the latest skill set to interact with those who have mental
health issues
show a face in the community
fundraising for the community kids
Controls what happens on school grounds


































Speed
They are very professional when called.
EVERYTHING
They are visible.
They ask a lot of questions. They are also really fair and understanding, they act like human beings not
over authoritarian.
Work in the schools is the best I have seen...I work in area schools and view the SFPD SRO as a model
for other districts. Community presence, especially during situations of heightened concern is very
calming.
Take care of their community
Participation in community events.
Protecting our community, they do a good job.
respond to calls right away
Personal interactions are always positive and respectful
They are always courteous and responsive.
Community service
community relations, being present
Traffic control
Lie, and keep their friends and people of interest out of trouble
Answer our Calls
Community fund raisers
Presence in the community and interacting with children
The Chief and school SRO do a great job in keeping the schools safe. I can't say much about the other
officers because I don't really see them around town.
Keep the town safe
Keep us safe
Drive around
It is good when the Chief gets the monthly stats/status published. The face book page is good but it
seems to be selective about who it shames when they make arrests.
Chief Stu & Sargent Synder are concerned with SF citzens & talks with them.
They employed Officer Kidd
They always put the needs of the community first. On the call I had Sergeant Gentile and Officer
Schaffer were very supportive in my time of need and I am greatfull they walked me through the
process and since then I have made it a point to share with my community that they are a prime
example of policing at its finest.
Protect and serve
Waste gas driving around, talking out of their asses and they help Clint halftown
Mental Health Response

What more would you like your law enforcement agency to offer the community?
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Not sure
Follow ups on incidents, let the community know things were handled
More enforcement of law and order with regards to Cayuga Nation actions/behavior.
Not sure that’s something I would have to think about
More Transparency about what goes on around Seneca Falls. Knowledge is Power. Residents can be
more proactive if we are informed about what goes on around here.
On 5/20/20 at 7:35am I observed 17 Police cars ( including FBI ) do a raid on a house across the road
from me. The only thing that made the news was a Marijauna violation. Really? All that Law
Enforcement for that!
Friendlier interaction with public. Wave, say Hi
More officers around because seen a lot of bad stuff happened
Protection from factions of the Cayuga Nation
Older wiser officers who actually know the law and who have honor and who uphold the constitution
The 1 issues they fall on their face with, is enforcing noise from loud vehicles. I live between Bayard st,
and Ovid st, and on a daily basis vehicles with loud exhaust are going up and down the streets,
disturbing the quiet nature of the town.
continue to provide clear information to services and news to the community
not automatically judge someone on the past
Less mentally unstable and people on drugs wondering around
control speeding in residential streets
Going door to door getting to know people in the community.
When public postings of an arrest, they should give the address, along with the name.
Keep up the good work
N/A
Stop and ticket ALL overweight trucks and ALL speeders on Bayard Street.
Walking a beat and bike patrol
Something for angry youth who need guidance, maybe a mentoring program. Covid has effected the
mental health of so many kids (adults as well) I think a helping hand for parents, who want to guide their
children back not get them into trouble.
I don't know if you are even able to get involved, but the aggressiveness of the Cayuga Indian Nation on
properties within Seneca Falls is the one thing that makes me uneasy. Also, the traffic issues around the
Indian shops is concerning.
Be involved with schools more. Events and interactions
No suggestions.
To be more present in Down Town area like walking the area, it would be a great way for people to meet
our officers and get to know them.
nothing right now
visibility/patrol
Keep up the good work
We need safety from the Indian businesses in our neighborhoods
assistance with drug abuse
To do their job weather they have to arrest someone they know or friends with.
We have cars that speed on Shamrock St and with small children living here, the people who walk our
road and no one slows down.
















Honest officers who treat people like human beings
Transparency of local crime trends. Not everything gets reported in the media or reported accurately
Perhaps a program for the elderly on safety in the home, on the internet and on the phone and what to
look out for. Many elderly are take advantage of and don't realize it. More neighborhood drive through
and perhaps if not on a call and someone is outside, stop and introduce themselves. There are a lot of
new families in the community‐ not Seneca Falls born and raised‐ and it might be nice to at least say hi,
offer their card, etc.
Keep the neighoods safe
More meet and greets
Interact with people
Speed limit enforcement on Lower Lake Road.
More patrols & walk the down town streets
They do enough
I think they are on the right track
More downtown policing ‐ walking the beat.
Fairness, understanding and safety for everyone and not certain people
Education about their services

What can the Seneca Falls Police Department do to improve their performance? How can they improve?
46 responses
























See above
Speeding on less travelled roads with regular pedestrian traffic is an issue (lake road, lower lake road).
Manage the Cayuga Nation activities and help stop our town from looking like an uncontrolled group of
sovereign citizen nonsense. Their actions make us feel unsafe.
Would have to think about that
Be honest about what is going on around here. Stop protecting certain people just because they have
been long time or influential residents. There is a running joke that Seneca Falls is really called "Sneaky
Falls". The "Rumor Mill" should not be a substitute for the Police Blotter.
more presence in the community such as playgrounds. Many unruly teenagers hanging out unsupervised
Not sure
Be nicer
Bust the illegal retail sale of marijuna underway for several months in the town.
Stop helping Clint halftown, and protect the traditional Cayuga people, regardless of what the BIA says
I'm not really sure
just continuing to be present at events and keeping a face of who they are in the communiyt
na
I believe the force is doing great things. I feel that our area is getting worse and need more man power.
Have those who are on drugs in public have consequences. We are catching the leftovers from cities and
the closing of mental institutions and Some people need help and others need consequences.
Roll the windows down an turn off the air conditioning and listen for the speeders taking off from stop
signs an traffic lights an enforce parking equally to all. Day time road blocks in summer to take illegal cars
and drivers off the road.
By knowing our officers.
Foot patrols
Don't know
AS MUCH TRAINING AS POSSIBLE
Enforce laws when it comes to overweight vehicles and speeders.































Offer safety classes at the community center
The few officers I have had contact with were wonderful. I have nothing to suggest.
Making information and ways to communicate with SFPD easier to find would be helpful. I appreciate the
opportunity to complete this survey. Knowing where to find bulletins on items that would be of note to a
community member would be great. Now that I am aware of your Facebook account, I'll follow and look
to that resource.
Attend Trainings when offered especially for individuals with mental health issues
I think they’re doing a good job.
Mixing more with the public on our streets so that there presents would make people who visit our town
feel safer knowing that there is an officers walking our streets.
they're fine‐‐ no improvement needed
i feel this comes down to visibility
They are doing the best they can, maybe a little more visibility downtown
Keep taking classes and talk to the citizens
unsure
Be part of the nationwide discussion n the evolution of policing
Get more police officers in that are not from Seneca falls because police officers favor certain people
Can't say.
Treat every crime with the same consequences, don't go harder on certain people while others walk
away with a slap on the hand
Seems to be going well
I'm not really sure. I don't have a lot of dealings with the Police. We are a quiet couple that stays pretty
much to themselves, but when needed the police have been there. I do wish that some of the drug
houses or potential drug houses could be cleaned up(we think we live near one) and some of the racing
motorcycles and cars down Bayard Street could be caught but for the most part, I believe they do a fairly
good job.
Keep it the same
Be at more social functions
Talk to people; smile at people; don’t stand in a huddle and only talk to each other; socialize
It seems like they are idle alot. Maybe there are too many officers. Also, there should be a definitive
approach to the Cayuga Nation issues instead of on again/off again enforcement.
More patrols & walk the down town streets, talk with residence
You can’t improve on perfection
As long as their technology is able to keep up with their needs to serve us.
Smile more.
They can treat everyone equal and listen to the community as whole, concerns
Continued training

How can the Seneca Falls Police Department improve their image with the public?
46 responses






Unknown. Doing fine as is
NR
Same as above
The officers are professional and project a good image. We should hear more about the work they do.
by being more friendlier, more approachable to children






































More interaction in everyday life.
Catch the bad guys
same as above
By having more community meetings and letting everyone be heard
continue with the path they are on
continue to attend all community event big or small
na
Our police officers are all amazing and great pillars of justice in our community and they care..in my
opinion
Keep your website updated and tell or show who is on the force
Adding a personal touch to the community.
Foot patrols
Keep doing what you are doing
N/A
Have quarterly meetings open to the public.
Visit with local clergy and address congregations
Maybe sponsoring a kids day the first day of school break? I would love to see an informative but fun kids
day, with summer safety explained. Hotdogs and hamburgers type thing.
I don't know that there is anything to improve with the department's image. Reminds me very much of a
great village police department where I grew up. I feel safe in Seneca Falls and am confident that my wife
and children are safe as well. Thank you for all that you do!
Just be out there and Interact
Their mage with this survey participant is satisfactory.
I think their image is pretty good , the Chief and his officers do a great job, just stay visual again, being
more visible would allow the trusted relationships to expand
Be more visible.
I think the Dept has a good image
I think its pretty good. More community fun nights
Not have any association with the term "punisher". It has a very negative connotation when it comes to
police officers. Is associated with those who are unconcerned with or deny national issues of police
overreaction/violence/racism
By doing their job and not making excuses
Be seen more out and about
Start being Fair
Continue to attend local events
When you are at a public event, mill around and talk to people‐ not just the people you know and are
your friends. Don't just stand there talking to your fellow officers. If people know who you are and you
know who they are, that's a big step. You have a number of younger officers on the force now, they
probably need to get out there and be seen more by the public so people can see who they are. Get them
involved.
Keep it the same
Visit with people more when not busy
See above answer; you aren’t approachable; you come off as being better than everyone else because of
your uniform, yet you don’t have social skills to successfully interact with the community
They are idle alot. There are too many law enforcement agencies covering the same territory. Perhaps
Seneca Falls needs to take over a niche that the Troopers, Sheriff, Park Police and Nation Police don't
cover.








More patrols & walk the down town streets talk with residence
Can’t beat Maclean as the imagine of SFPD
I think they present themselves professionally
Smile more and continue to reach out / especially with teens.
Not be in Clint halftowns pocket
Continue to publicize achievements

